Rooftop Products Accessories Page
DynaRound Slimline Access Point Kit

Looking for an easy way to bring your ladder or roof access point into
compliance and protect your employees? Fibergrate's DynaRound
Slimline Access Point is a simple way to accomplish this. This nonpenetrating system is easy to set up and safely guides the user 6 feet
from the ladder opening or unprotected roof edge. The entire kit is
just one, single part number, so it is easy to order and can be set up
in minutes after it's on the roof. It is offered in Safety Yellow or Light
Gray, and both color options have a secondary UV coating for daily UV
exposure to help ensure a long service life.

Field Touch-Up Paint

Accidents happen...and when they do, it's nice to have a quick and
easy remedy. Our Field Aerosol Touch-Up Paint allows you to quickly
cover any minor scrapes or scratches that may have occurred during
the installation process. While these touch-up kits do not offer the
same performance as our standard UV coating, they color match both
the yellow and light gray of our standard rooftop safety products
(guardrail, ladders, etc.). Our Field Aerosol Touch-Up Paint is offered in
12 ounce cans.

DynaRound Safety Gate

Our OSHA compliant, self-closing DynaRound Safety Gate allows ease

of movement through transition areas such as ladder openings and is
the same gate that comes with our popular DynaRound Hatch Guard
systems. Our gate creates a safe environment by automatically closing
behind the user. The patented hinge system has no exposed springs
to rust or corrode and the included hinge attachment kit can attach to
round tube, square tube or flat bar, allowing for a quick installation in
almost any application. The DynaRound Safety Gate comes standard
in three sizes to fit 24 inch, 30 inch, and 36 inch openings as well as a
"Field Cut" custom size that is easily trimmed on site to fit openings as
small as 20 inches and as large as 60 inches. Ask a sales associate for
openings larger than 60 inches. Like all of our rooftop safety solutions,
our Safety Gate is UV coated for a long, low maintenance service life
and is offered in safety yellow or light gray.
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